One such piece ( fig. 1 ) is in the collection of the Gayer-Anderson Museum in Cairo, and has recently been conserved and prepared for display in the "Pharaonic Room." This unprovenanced fragment of sandstone relief (GA 3308) is broken at the bottom, and either side has been cut off, leaving the scene incomplete, with the figure of Amenirdis vertically severed in half. A relatively fresh break (now restored) mars the top righthand corner of the relief. As it exists today, the piece measures 54.7 cm × 47.3 cm × 3.2 cm. It is carved in sunk relief, with a minimum of interior modeling; most likely, details were added in paint.
The panel depicts Amenirdis and the god Amun-Re, facing each other in an embrace, with two vertical columns of text to the viewer's left. The scene, on the right side of the panel, shows Amun with his back support, crowned by the double feathers, and wearing a broad collar. The feathers extend beyond the frame. His torso is covered by an upper garment typical for the period, and knotted at the shoulders; below he wears a kilt. Part of Amun's tail and thighs are preserved. He embraces the partially preserved figure of Amenirdis. She wears a dress with straps that are also knotted at the shoulder, from which her right breast protrudes. A vulture headdress, 1 Little did Richard Fazzini know some 17 years ago when he generously gave a student of Egyptology who wandered into his office at the Brooklyn Museum a picture of a lion drain and the advice, "I don't know what you want to do with drains, but have fun! That's about all you can hope to get with this subject," that he had unwittingly (and perhaps unwillingly) acquired a fan for life. He has always been most generous with his time and knowledge (including numerous queries concerning the piece presented here), and invariably been good-humored, regardless of the circumstances. I dedicate this article with admiration and grateful thanks to Richard, and inshallah will one day actually produce the "Great Work on Drains" that he so generously contributed to so long ago.
2 Michel Gitton and Jean Leclant, "Gottesgemahlin," in surmounted by a modius from which emerge double feathers, crowns her long wig, and her brow is marked by a uraeus. There is no interior detailing of the feathers of the headdress or on the wig. Her jewelery consists of a broad collar and a wide bracelet. The god, facing to his left, embraces the adoratrice with his left arm. As her figure is only partially preserved, his hand is not visible on her left shoulder. The god's left arm is summarily carved, giving the impression that it is too thin. With his right arm he clasps the adoratrice's right arm above at the elbow. Amenirdis's right arm crosses over the god's body, clasping a ritual object. This is probably a nehbet wand or a hetes scepter.
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Each figure is identified by a hieroglyphic legend: "Amun-Re"; "Amenirdis, god's hand, may she live."
Both figures show the slightly elongated limbs and slender proportions often found in the art of this period. The faces are very different from one another. Amenirdis has a sloping forehead, slightly puffy face with a snub nose with the typical "Kushite" fold of the period, plump lips, a rounded jaw line, and a fleshy neck. Her eyes are narrow, with a pronounced droop to the inner canthus and an extended (slightly damaged) cosmetic line. The ears are placed high on her head and show little detailing, save for a hint of a depression, indicative of pierced ears. Amun's profile is slightly different from the more Nubian face of the god's wife. The god's head and crown are more deeply carved than that of Amenirdis (perhaps due to corrections made by the sculptor?). He has a straight, almost vertical forehead going down to a nose that projects very definitely and is straighter and more prominent than that of Amenirdis. The face is only slightly puffy, the brow and cosmetic lines well defined. The eye, like that of Amenirdis, is also narrow. The lips are thick, and slightly damaged. Amun's jaw is clearly defined, and his beard curls down from his chin. His ear seems to be slightly lower on his head than that of Amenirdis, and has a different, less curving shape. This could be a male/female difference, or due to the nature of the crown, but might also imply that the god is listening.
The two columns of hieroglyphs behind the figure of Amun-Re, oriented in opposite directions, suggest that this scene was balanced, to the left, by another similar scene. The first column of text is straightforward and reads: wnn n¯tr dwAt "Imn" ırd" ıs˘hnt kA(w) [ #nkh] , and is fairly standard, "May the divine adoratrice live, Amenirdis, foremost of the kas." The second column is, however, more obscure, and thus far this author has found neither a parallel, nor a satisfactory translation for it. Given the composition of the block, it is probably an utterance spoken by Amun-Re. It possibly reads as:¯dd mdw " ıw " ıb." ı (or " ıw." ıb) shtp.f wrd n." ı sA(sic), and might be translated as: "Utterance, my heart it is pleased/propitiated when my daughter is steadfast for me." An alternative might be (ignoring the final bird glyph): "Utterance: My heart. It appeases the great one" (or) "Utterance: My heart that appeases the great one. I have sworn." 7 The appearance of the " ıw in this context is definitely unusual. No doubt there are other possible interpretations of this line, which the author is glad to leave to more philologically minded colleagues.
The verso of the piece is also interesting, as it is covered with pairs of incised lines in the form of two rectangles, one inside the other, acting as a frame, with the interior marked by an X. The reasons for this are unknown. Perhaps these marks were made to key in plaster, or this side was used later for some other building purpose, or the marks have something to do with the dealer.
Although the provenance is unknown, it is quite possible that this piece originally came from Karnak temple. Most of the known sandstone buildings depicting Amenirdis I, either by herself or in conjunction with others, 8 Journal, supp. vol. 12-13, 1977 -1978 , (New York: Metropolitan Museum of Art, 1980 , 5-32. There is a remote possibility that this is a stylized lettuce, but this interpretation is fairly unlikely.
7 In all respects this piece seems legitimate, save for this one line of text that does not translate elegantly. Some scholars have questioned its authenticity on the basis of this text.
However, as it fits the prototype for the art of this period and is paralleled by other works, this author would fault our ability to read the text, rather than question the veracity of the piece. Certainly, such questions do underscore the problem of authenticating pieces that are unexcavated and unprovenanced. My thanks to Fayza Haikal for commenting on the text.
